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The Rune Knight 5e sounds intense, but it is so resource-based
it works only if you’re careful. It is simple to squander all
your

resources

and

be

stuck

with

fundamental

Fighter

attributes until your next break. Consequently, if you like
the resource-based fighter style, check this class out! And
check out some other Tasha’s Cauldron archetypes since this
publication loves those. Rune Knight 5e enhances their martial
prowess using runes’ supernatural power, an ancient practice
that originated with giants.
You will find the Rune cutters of any family of giants, and
you likely heard your methods or second hand in such a
mystical artisan. Whether you discovered the Giant’s work
carved into a cave or mountain, learned of the runes out of a
sage, or met the Giant in person, you researched the Giant’s
craft. You learned how to apply magic runes to empower your
gear. That is via their Rune mechanic and also their Giant’s
Might mechanic. Otherwise, you’ll discover this archetype’s
power is concentrated on restricted uses and leans a lot on
foundation fighter features to be great otherwise. Source:
Tasha’s Cauldron of Everything.
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Bonus Proficiencies
When you select this archetype at level 3, you will gain
proficiency with smith’s tools, and you know to speak, write,
and read Giant.

Rune Carver
Beginning at level 3 level, you can use magic runes to enhance
your gear. You learn two runes of your choice from one of the
runes explained below, and every time you gain a level in this
course, you can replace one rune you know using another one
from this attribute. When you reach certain levels in this
course, you learn additional runes exhibited in the Runes
Knight 5e table.
Fighter Level (Runes
Known)

Number of Runes

3rd

2

7th

3

10th

4

15th

5

Whenever you complete a long rest 5e, you can get several
objects equal to the number of runes you know. You inscribe
another rune on every one of the objects. Your rune remains on
an object until you complete a very long break, and an object
can endure just among your runes at a time.
The following rules are readily available to you once you
learn a rune. In case a rune has a level requirement, you must
be at that amount in this class to find out the rune. If a
rune wants a saving throw, your Rune Magic save DC equals 8 +
your proficiency bonus + your Constitution modifier.

Cloud Rune
This rune emulates the deceptive magic utilized by some cloud
giants. While carrying or wearing an object inscribed for this
rune, you have an advantage on Dexterity (Sleight of Hand)
checks and Charisma (Deception) checks.
The chosen creature becomes the target of this assault,
utilizing precisely the same roll. This magic can transfer the
attack’s effects regardless of the attack’s scope. When you
invoke this rune, you can not do this again until you finish a
brief or long break.
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Fire Rune
This rune’s magic channels the masterful craftsmanship of
great smiths. While carrying or wearing out an object
inscribed with this rune, your competence benefit is doubled
for any ability check you make that utilizes your competence
using a tool.
Additionally, suppose you hit a creature with an assault using
a weapon. In that case, you can invoke the rune to summon
fiery shackles: that the target takes an additional 2d6 fire

damage. It has to succeed on a Strength saving throw or be
restrained for 1 minute. While controlled from the shackles,
the target takes 2d6 fire damage at the onset of each of its
turns. The target can repeat the saving throw at the end of
all its endings, banishing the shackles on a success. Once you
invoke this rune, you can’t do so again till you finish a
short or long rest.

Frost Rune
That rune’s magic evokes the might of people who survive in
the wintry wilderness, for example, frost giants. While
wearing or carrying an item inscribed with this rune, you have
benefit on Wisdom (Animal Handling) tests and Charisma
(Intimidation) checks.
Additionally, you can invoke the rune for a bonus action to
increase your sturdiness. For 10 minutes, you gain a +2 bonus
to all skill checks and saving throws that utilize Strength or
Constitution. As soon as you invoke this rune, you can not do
so again until you complete a short or long break.

Stone Rune
This rune’s magic stations the judiciousness associated with
rock giants. While carrying or wearing an item inscribed with
this rune, you have an advantage on Wisdom (Insight) checks,
and you have darkvision out to a range of 120 feet.
Besides, when a creature you may see ends its turn within 30
feet of you, you can use your reaction to invoke the rune and
compel the animal to create a Wisdom saving throw. Unless the
save succeeds, the creature is charmed by you for 1 minute.
While charmed this manner, the monster has a rate of 0 and is
incapacitated, descending to a dreamy stupor. The creature
repeats the saving throw at the end of all its turns,
finishing the impact on success. Once you invoke this rune,
you can not do this again till you complete a short or long
break.
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Hill Rune
(7th Level or Higher). This rune’s magic bestows an elegance
reminiscent of a hill giant. While carrying or wearing an
object that conveys this rune, you have an edge on saving
throws against being poisoned, and you have immunity against
poison damage. As soon as you invoke this rune, you can’t do
so again until you finish a brief or long rest.

Storm Rune
(Level 7 or Higher). While carrying or wearing out an object
inscribed with this rune, you have an advantage on
Intelligence (Arcana) checks. Also, you can not be surprised
as long as you are not incapacitated.
Additionally, you can invoke the rune for a bonus task to go
into a prophetic state for 1 minute or until you are
incapacitated. Suppose the condition finishes when you or a
different monster you can see within 60 ft of you makes an
attack roll, a saving throw, or a skill check. You may use
your reaction to cause the roster to benefit or disadvantage.
As soon as you invoke this rune, you can’t do this again until

you finish a brief or long rest.

5e Giant Might
At 3rd level, you have learned the way to imbue yourself with
the may of giants. As a bonus action, you magically gain the
following advantages, which continue for 1 minute: If you’re
smaller than Enormous, you become Big, together with whatever
you’re wearing. If you lack the room to become Enormous, your
size doesn’t change. You’ve got benefit on Strength checks and
Strength saving throws. Once on all your turns, one of your
attacks with a weapon. Or an unarmed attack can deal an excess
1d6 damage to
advantage of
proficiency
applications

your target on a hit. It’s possible to take
this feature a variety of times equal to a
incentive, and you regain all expended
of it once you complete a long rest.
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Runic Shield
At 7th level, you learn how to invoke your rune magic to
protect your allies. Suppose another creature you can see
within 60 ft of you gets an injury by an attack roll. You can

use your reaction to induce the attacker to reroll the d20 and
apply the new roster.
You can take advantage of this feature a variety of times
equal to a proficiency incentive. You regain all expended
applications when you complete a very long rest.

Great Stature
From the 10th level, the magic of your runes permanently
changes you. When you gain this attribute, roll 3d4. You grow
several inches in height equal to the roster. Besides, the
excess damage you deal with your Giant’s Might feature
increases to 1d8.

Master of Runes
At 15th level, you can invoke each rune you understand from
your Rune Carver feature twice, rather than once. And you
regain all expended uses when you complete a brief or long
rest.

Runic Juggernaut
At the 18th level, you learn how to Boost your rune-powered
conversion. As a result, the extra damage you deal with the
Giant’s Might feature increases to 1d10. Moreover, when you
use that attribute, your size can increase to Huge, and as you
are that dimension, your achieve rises by 5 feet.

How to master Rune Knight 5e dnd
Fighter from UA?
The newest Unearthed Arcana, which comes with a new subclass
for Fighter, Ranger, and Rogue, was out for like 24 hours. It
is about time we start pouring over interesting ways you would
want to play with them. Specifically, I would like to look at
the Rune Knight 5e because it’s made me interested in Fighter,
which has never occurred before.

Some things to think about:
Giant Might’s bonus harm is on all weapon attacks, not only
melee, so ranged builds are still an alternative. The course
is quite demanding of your Bonus Action, requiring it to enter
Giant Might’s big nation, in addition to activating most
runes. That means things like PAM or Crossbow Expert are
somewhat less attractive than they would usually be. It
applies if gaining bonus harm to attacks (Giant’s Might)
because you’ll probably not possess a free bonus activity
until around 2 or 3.
Uvar
rune’s
active
effect
lets
you
inflict
advantage/disadvantage on a monster’s attack roll, ability
check, or saving throw for up to a minute. That is crazy
versatile, and drawback on enemy saves, in particular, is a
rare and powerful effect.
Haug rune’s active effect provides you resistance to
bludgeoning, piercing. And slashing damage to get a minute
(note: it doesn’t restrict it to non-magical BPS harm ).
Giant’s might 5e provide an advantage on strength tests. It
would incorporate the Power (Athletics) checks used to
grapple. That will make this subclass very good at grappling
when coupled with the increased size.

5e Rune Knight Fighter Optimization
It depends on what level and what you want to do. Rune Knight
goes directly to level 20 pretty nicely. They are potent
grapplers and do well as a ranged damage/service damage. For a
fun character, why not Fighter 1 / Artificer 2 / Fighter(Rune
Knight) X?
You pick up a few spells and easily be flavored as different
runes along with your infusions. It comes online at level 5.
However, it may be somewhat painful until you get to Fighter

five and Extra Attack. If you play with level 1, I would
probably head straight, Fighter, until afterward.
Two levels in artificer allow you to add intelligence to
power check/saves.
The wearer could expend the armor’s prices in the
following ways:
If the creature is knocked prone, it can use its
reaction to expend one fee to avoid being knocked
pronely.
Building a grapple build begins with a custom lineage,
+2 str, take tavern brawler as my starting feat +1 str.

Tavern Brawler
Increase your Strength or Constitution score to a max of 20.
Your unarmed strike uses a d4 for harm. When you strike a
creature with an unarmed attack or an improvised weapon onto
your turn, you may use a bonus activity to try to grapple the
goal.

Unarmed Fighting
If you are not wielding any weapons or defense when you make
the attack roll, the d6 becomes a d8. The take occurs on 5e
rune knight at 3

Giant’s Might 5e

Giant’s Might 5e
It is a 3rd-level Rune Knight feature. You know the way to
imbue yourself with all the might of giants. As a bonus
activity, you gain the following advantages, which continue
for 1 minute: If you are smaller than Enormous, you become
Big, along with whatever you are wearing. Should you lack the
room to develop into Enormous, your size does not change. You
have a benefit on Power tests and Strength saving throws. Once
on each of your turns, among the attacks with a weapon or an
unarmed attack can deal an extra 1d6 damage to your target on
strike.
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It’s possible to take advantage of this attribute several
times equal to a proficiency bonus, and you regain all
expended uses of it when you finish a very long break. And you
may take the Frost rune. As discussed earlier, this rune’s

magic arouses the might of people who live from the wintry
wilderness, such as frost giants. While wearing or carrying
out an object inscribed with this rune, you’ve got the
advantage on Wisdom (Animal Handling) checks and Charisma
(Intimidation) tests.
Additionally, you can customize the rune as a bonus
activity to maximize your sturdiness. For 10 minutes, you gain
a +2 bonus to all skill tests and saving throws that use Power
or Constitution. Once you invoke this rune, you can not do
this again until you finish a short or long break. Require
grappler effort in 4.

Grappler
You’ve got the edge on attack rolls against a creature you’re
grappling. You can use your actions to try and pin a creature
grappled by you. Should you succeed, you and the creature are
equally controlled before the grapple ends.

Rune knight 5e table in dnd
Level

1st

Proficiency
Bonus

2

Features
Spellcasting,
Excess to
Armaments, Animus

Cantrips

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

2

—

—

—

—

—

Armis
2nd

2

Runic Adaption

2

2

—

—

—

—

3rd

2

Subclass,

3

3

—

—

—

—

4th

2

Ability Score
Improvement

3

3

—

—

—

—

5th

3

Extra Attack,
Enhanced Steel

3

4

2

—

—

—

6th

3

Metal to Mana,
Runic Score
Improvement

3

4

2

—

—

—

7th

3

Subclass

3

4

3

—

—

—

Ability Score
8th

3

9th

4

10th

4

11th

4

12th

4

Improvement,
Animus Armis
Personal Weapon
Mastery
Armor with a
Purpose
Personal Weapon
Mastery
Ability Score
Improvement,

3

4

3

—

—

—

3

4

3

2

—

—

4

4

3

2

—

—

4

4

3

3

—

—

4

4

3

3

—

—

Enhanced Steel
13th

5

Subclass

4

4

3

3

1

—

14th

5

Mind of Magic

4

4

3

3

1

—

15th

5

4

4

3

3

2

—

4

4

3

3

2

—

4

4

3

3

3

1

Armor with a
Purpose
Ability Score

16th

5

Improvement,
Animus Armis
Runic Score

17th

6

18th

6

Subclass

4

4

3

3

3

1

6

Ability Score
Improvement,

4

4

3

3

3

2

4

4

3

3

3

2

19th

Improvement

Enhanced Steel
20th

6

Mind of Magic

Skill Expert
You have honed your proficiency with particular abilities,
granting you the following advantages:
Increase one skill score of your decision to a maximum
of 20.
You gain proficiency in one ability of your choice.
Pick one skill in which you have proficiency. You gain
expertise with that ability, so your competence benefit
is doubled for almost any ability check you make with
it. The skill you select must be one that isn’t already
benefiting from a feature, such as an Experience, that

doubles your proficiency bonus.
Take Fighter 5 for extra assault.
Then take either sorcerer or magician to level 3 to
expand.
Chronurgy Magic magician (or War magic wizard)
Chronal Alter
2nd-level Chronurgy Magic feature
As a response, after a creature you may see within 30 ft of
you makes an attack roll, an ability check, or even a saving
throw, you can force the monster to reroll. You make this
choice after you determine if the roll succeeds or fails. The
goal should utilize the result of the second roster.
You can use this ability twice, and you recover any
expended uses when you complete a very long rest.
Temporal Awareness
2nd-level Chronurgy Magic feature
You can add your Intelligence modifier for your
initiative rolls.
Other feats you could take is crusher.
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Crusher
Once per turn, suppose you hit a monster with an attack that
deals bludgeoning damage. You can transfer it 5 feet to an
unoccupied space, provided the target is no more than one size
larger than you. If you score a vital hit that deals
bludgeoning damage to a creature, attack rolls against that
creature are created with benefit until the next turn.

